Human leukocyte antigen epitope analysis to assess complement- and non-complement-binding donor-specific antibody repertoire in a pediatric heart transplant recipient
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A B S T R A C T

This case report summarizes the spectrum of anti–human leukocyte antigen (HLA) antibody reactivity determined by single-allele Luminex immunoglobulin G and C1q binding assays before transplant, during an episode of antibody-mediated rejection (AMR), and following treatment in a sensitized pediatric heart transplant (Tx) recipient. We were able to discriminate between complement- and non-complement-binding epitope-specific antibodies present against a single donor antigen (HLA-A2) during the progression of AMR and its resolution. Our findings illustrate the usefulness of determining antibody specificities against epitopes using various Luminex-based assays.

1. Introduction

Solid-phase antibody (Ab) detection assays with single human leukocyte antigen (HLA) alleles have improved the analysis of antibody patterns and the identification of donor-specific antibody (DSA) in sensitized transplant recipients [1]. Luminex immunoglobulin G (L-IgG) detects both cytotoxic and noncytotoxic DSA. A Luminex-based assay that detects C1q binding to HLA-Ab (L-C1q), and thus complement activation, has recently become available [2,3]. The presence of L-C1q Ab, but not L-IgG, before and immediately after heart transplantation in a cohort of 11 children was predictive for the development of antibody-mediated rejection (AMR) [2]. The significance of pretransplant complement-fixing antibodies has also been addressed by Rose and Smith in a large cohort of adult heart transplant recipients [4]. Using a different complement-fixing assay for C4d on Luminex beads, they demonstrated that the ability to fix C4d was strongly associated with poor allograft survival after heart transplantation [4].

The HLAMatchmaker program determines HLA antibody reactivity using an algorithm to assign to each HLA antigen a string of structurally defined “eplets” that represent potential epitopes consisting of polymorphic amino acids located within a 3-Å radius on the surface of the molecule [5,6]. The program first determines the eplets that are present on the patient HLA type using high-resolution (4-digit) HLA types. If these are not available, a converter helps the user assign the most likely 4-digit alleles based on the patient population. When used for antibody analysis, HLAMatchmaker then determines for each allele in the Luminex panel the eplets that are different from those on the patient’s HLA antigens. Eplets on alleles that yield negative reactions are considered acceptable mismatches and are eliminated from the analysis. The remaining eplet repertoires on alleles with positive reactions are compared to determine whether they share any mismatched eplets that may explain the antibody reactivity pattern. The Excel spreadsheet–based program is available at http://www.HLAMatchmaker.net.

In a sensitized pediatric heart Tx recipient who was transplanted across positive T- and B-cell cytotoxic crossmatches, we conducted HLAMatchmaker analyses of serum reactivity to determine which epitopes, referred to as eplets, were recognized by the patient’s antibodies detected by L-IgG and L-C1q single-allele assays [5,6]. We compared the repertoire of DSA-associated eplets that bound complement or lacked complement-fixing activity before and after treatment of AMR and correlated our findings with clinical outcome.
2. Case description

A 14-year-old blood group O female who received an HLA-mismatched primary heart Tx at age 6.5 years presented with acute heart failure. The patient typed as HLA-A3,-4,-, B7,38; Cw7,w12; DR8,15, DQ3,6, DR51,- and the first donor typed as HLA-A1,3; B7,8; DR15,17; DQ1,7; DR51,52. Serum drawn before the second Tx exhibited an anti-HLA-A2 antibody reactivity toward 3 eplets on donor HLA-A2: 62GE (shared by HLA-A2, -A23, -A24, -A68), 127K A*24:02 (shared by HLA-A2, -A23, -A24, -A68), and 127K A*24:03 (shared by HLA-A2, -A23, -A24, -A68). The patient was treated with pulse intravenous methylprednisolone (10 mg/kg × 5 doses), IVIG (1 g/kg × 2 doses), and rituximab (375 mg/m² × 3 doses at weekly intervals). Subsequent biopsies continued to demonstrate histologic features of AMR along with diffusely positive C4d immunostaining, although hemodynamics, cardiac output measurements, and echocardiography remained normal. At 13 months after transplant, C4d was no longer detected on the allograft. The patient remains well with normal graft function 24 months after re-Tx.

3. Results and discussion

In Table 1 we compare the results of the HLAMatchmaker analyses of the pre-Tx, 10 days post-Tx, and 30 days post-Tx serum samples as determined in the L-IgG and L-C1q binding assays (LabScreen, One Lambda, Canoga Park, CA). The Luminex results are presented as the normalized trimmed mean of mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) values. Because the high-resolution types were not available, the patient and donor HLA types were converted to the most likely 4-digit alleles using the converter in the HLAMatchmaker program.

Subsequent biopsies continued to demonstrate histologic features of AMR along with diffusely positive C4d immunostaining, although hemodynamics, cardiac output measurements, and echocardiography remained normal. At 13 months after transplant, C4d was no longer detected on the allograft. The patient remains well with normal graft function 24 months after re-Tx.
-A69), and 138MT (shared by HLA-A2, -A68, -A69). In addition, weak reactivity toward 2 HLA-B13 alleles that share third-party eplets 144QL, 41T, and 44RMA was also detected. Results are also presented for 3 other groups of alleles (Table 1). The first group consisted of alleles that share eplet 193AV with HLA-A2, -A68, and -A69: -A25, -A26, -A29, -A31, -A32, -A33, -A34, -A43, -A66, and -A74. For the other 2 groups the mean MFI of the alleles that share with HLA-B13 either eplet 41T (HLA-B60, -B61, -B41, -B44, -B45, -B47, -B49, -B50) or eplet 44RMA (HLA-B46, -B62, -B63, -B75, -B76, -B77) are given. In the pre-Tx L-IgG assay, these eplet groups had MFI values similar to those of 47 other alleles not listed (Table 1). The mean MFI of all these groups was 3- to 4-fold higher than that of self-alleles (p < 0.01).

As indicated in the second column of Table 1, the L-C1q assay had a more limited pattern of reactivity. Only 6 alleles (HLA-A2, -A68, -A69) were positive and they all share eplet 138MT. Because HLA-A23, -A24, -B57, and -B58 were negative in this assay, we assume that the serum lacks C1q binding reactivity toward eplets 62GE and 127K. Furthermore, the C1q reactivity toward all other allele groups was also negative.

In this example we illustrate how HLAMatchmaker can explain the functional diversity of HLA-specific epitopes determined by the presence or absence of complement-binding reactivity on HLA-typed panels. In this case, sensitization to donor HLA-A2 antigen was potentially induced by the homograft tissue and not by the first donor. As expected by the positive complement-dependent cytotoxicity T and B crossmatch results, the pretransplant serum contained complement-binding DSA determined by the L-C1q assay. However, using eplet analysis, we could demonstrate that the observed restricted reactivity pattern with the C1q assay was toward only 1 of the 3 HLA-A2 epitopes positive with the L-IgG.

Despite receiving intraoperative plasmapheresis and IVIG therapy, the patient developed AMR within 10 days posttransplant. This clinical outcome correlated with increased alloantibody reactivity in both assays. During AMR, the L-IgG-positive reactions included the 14 alleles that were positive in the pretransplant serum, but also 33 additional alleles that share eplets 193AV, 144QL, 41T, and/or 44RMA (Table 1, third column of MFI results). This reactivity could be caused by the original HLA-A2 and -B13 sensitization events because the level of antibody in the pretransplant serum may have been below the level of detection. The 41T epitope is also shared by the donor B60 allele.

The C1q reactivity during AMR (Table 1, fourth column) was different from the L-IgG pattern and was restricted to alleles that share the 3 HLA-A2 eplets originally identified by L-IgG assay with the pre-Tx serum (62GE, 127K, 138MT) and to the eplet 44RMA, which is unique for HLA-B13. The observed reactivity by L-IgG toward alleles that share eplets 193AV, 41T, and 44RMA was absent in the L-C1q binding assay.

Persistent anti-HLA-A2 DSA with alleles that share either eplet 138MT or 127K was detected by L-IgG following 1 month of treatment; MFI values ranged from 8,000 to 12,000 in the L-IgG assay, similar to the pre-Tx levels. Reactivity was also seen toward alleles that share eplets 193AV, 41T, and 44RMA with HLA-A23, -A24, -B57, and -B58. The MFI values for alleles sharing the HLA-A2-related eplets 138MT or 127K and 62GE (A9 and B17 allele groups) were much lower at 1:16 dilution pretransplant and at 1 month post-Tx compared with that during the AMR course (Fig 1). Of note, C1q reactivity with alleles bearing 127K and 62GE eplets was associated with higher titer only observed during the AMR episode.

4. Conclusions

In this case we illustrate the functional diversity of HLA-A2 DSA reactivity patterns obtained with L-IgG and L-C1q assays and determined the eplet repertoire using HLAMatchmaker. The association of C1q binding with high-titer DSA may reflect the necessity of a certain density of anti-HLA antibody molecules on the surface of the cell/bead to bind the complement component. The relationship between high-titer HLA antibody and C1q-binding ability was also seen with HLA-B13 alleles (with unique eplet 144QL); the MFI values remained high after dilution in the AMR serum and were also C1q positive (Table 1). However, serum reactivity toward al-
leles that share eplets 193AV with HLA-A2 and 41T and 44RMA with HLA-B13 (including donor HLA-B60) exhibited a low titer during the AMR and declined very quickly following therapy. These alleles also were largely negative in the L-C1q assay (Table 1).

Lack of DSA with C1q binding 1 month posttherapy correlated with improved clinical outcome despite persistent C4d-positive staining up to 1 year posttransplant. The patient experienced 2 acute cellular rejection episodes in the second year with detection of low-level DSA, C1q negative, and negative C4d in the biopsy (data not shown).

In summary, our findings illustrate the usefulness of determining antibody specificities against epitopes from serum reactivity patterns with single alleles in the various Luminex-based assays. The complement-binding reactivity of certain epitopes was associated with the AMR process and complement deposition in the tissue. Furthermore, the efficacy of intervention corresponded with the loss of complement-binding reactivity and low titer of epitope-specific DSA.
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